## Specifications

**ENERGY STAR Unique ID:** 2397936  
**ENERGY STAR Partner:** Signify North America Corporation  
**Brand Name:** ATTRALUX  
**Model Number:** 9290029817  
**Product Finder Bulb Type:** Reflector (Flood/Spot)  
**Base Type:** E26 (Medium)  
**Lamp Category:** Directional  
**Technology:** LED  
**Warranty (years):** 3  
**Energy Used (watts):** 7.0  
**Efficacy (lumens/watt):** 75.0  
**Wattage Equivalency (watts):** 50  
**Maximum Overall Length (mm):** 80.1  
**Maximum Overall Diameter (mm):** 63.2  
**CBCP:** 895  
**Beam Angle:** 40  
**Life (hrs):** 25000  
**Brightness (lumens):** 525  
**Power Factor:** 0.9  
**Light Appearance (Kelvin):** 3000  
**Color Quality (CRI):** 85  
**R9:** 17  
**Connected Lamp:** No  
**Dimmable:** Dimmable  
**Dims Down to %:** 10  
**Three Way:** No  
**Lamp Rated for Enclosed Fixtures:** Yes  
**Special Features:** Use With Timers, Use With Photo and/or Motion Sensors, Damp Location Rated, Recessed Fixtures  
**Date Certified:** 2022-06-23  
**Date Available on Market:** 2021-07-15  
**Markets:** Canada  
**ENERGY STAR Certified:** Yes
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Retail #: ATR 50W/PAR20/LED/ 830/40D/DIM (600395)